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INCENTIVE EFFECTS OP CAPITAL GAINS AND INHERITANCE 

TAXES ON INTERSTATE MIGRATION:

THE HOLT AND SHELTON ANALYSIS REVISITED

Do inheritance and capital gains taxes in Wisconsin 

induce elderly individuals to move out of the State? 

Considerable rhetoric makes claim to that effect. An 

answer to the question is important because of its impli

cations on the capital flow from the State, The present 

study attempts to analyse the effect of capital gains and 

inheritance taxes on individual decisions to migrate.

The conceptual framework presented extends the earlier 

perspective of Holt and Shelton (1962). Outcomes are 

then examined for the various alternatives.

Capital gains constitute the base of the capital 

gains tax, which'is levied when ownership of property 

is transferred. The inheritance tax is levied on 

property at the time of death of the transferor and 

collected from the beneficiary of the estate. The tax 

levied depends on the amount of property received by the 

heir and his relationship with the deceased. Payment of 

capital gains tax in the present has the effect of reducing 

the potential value of property available for bequest 

and can be avoided. The inheritance tax reduces the 

amount of bequest received by the heirs, and can also be 

avoided*

It is assumed that the objective of the individual 

is to maximise the present value of his expected bequest 

net of taxes. The individual holds a certain property



in the current period and expects the value of property 

to appreciate to the time of his death. The present 

value of this expected bequest depends on actions taken 

jy the individual in the present. Holt and Shelton (1962) 

examine the effect of capital gains tax on portfolio 

composition (hold versus switch alternatives). We 

consider the addtional decision to migrate (stay versus 

move alternatives). Because these two decisions are 

sequentially ordered in time we must logically consider 

the following five alternatives:

Alternative 1 

Alternative 2 

Alternative 3 

Alternative 4 

Alternative 5

(stay, hold) = (hold, stay) 

(stay, switch) = (switch, stay) 

(move, hold) = (hold, move) 

(move, switch)

(switch, move)

The order attaching to decisions involving no move, or 

involving no switch, is irrelevant. However, moving 

before switching shifts the legal jurisdiction of the 

capital gains tax as well as the inheritance tax.

Switching before moving shifts the jurisdiction of the 

inheritance tax only.

Alternative 1; (stay, hold)

In this alternative the individual eontinues to 

stay in the State holding appreciated property. The 

property is liable only to transfer taxes. For exposition 

we consider only the State inheritance tax.
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In this case, the present value of bequest (B) is;

0 (1) 3 - { A-I (A [1 +i] k)/( 1 -i-i r  >

where A = initial value of property

l ( #) = the inheritance tax function

i = rate of interest (in the present context

the rate of interest is defined to include 

both current return and capital appreciation) 

k - the number of years the individual lives

from the present time. Using mathematical 

expectation, the present value of the 

expected bequest (EB^) is defined as;

em

(2) EB1= {A -Ek=1 P(N,k)[l(A£l+i]k) / ( i +i )k}

where P(N,K) = the probability of death in the year k,

of the individual who is presently of
*

age N .

Alternative 2: (Stay, switch)

Under this alternative the individual sells the 

property, but chooses to stay in the State, In this case, 

he is liable for capital gains tax at the time of sale, 

thus leaving with him an initial value of asset less the 

capital gains tax. The property is a,gain subject to the 

inheritance tax at the time of the individual’ s death.

* For instance P(N,1), P (N ,2 ) ,,. .  denote the probability of 
death of an individual, who is of age N presently, in 
the next year, in the second year from the present and

so forth, f p(N»k) - 1
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The present value of expected Inquest in this case

(BE2) is

(3) = {A( -XG) ~Z (x(/4-fc6) \j+i^)/(l+i)k]}
k=1

where A = th : capital gain.3 expressed as a

proportion of the initial value of 

as^etj and

G = capital gains tax rate of federal and

state income tcsces combined

Alternative 3 s (move, hold)

In this instance, the individual holds the property 

and moves out of the State, Thus the property is liable 

only to the inheritance tax exlsewhere.

The present value of expected bequest EB  ̂ in this

case iss

(4) EB, = Ik P(N,k>|x« (A)[i+£\lc)/(i+ i )lc3-}
J ‘£=1

where I T(*) = inheritance tax function elsewhere.

Alternative 4: (move, switch)

Under this alterative, the individual moves out 

of the State and sells the property. It is assumed that 

he moves to a State where there is no State capital gains 

tax. In this case, the property is subjected to federal



capital gains tax and inheritance tax elsewhere. For this 

alternative, the present value of expected bequest (EB^) 

is given by;

co

(5) EB4 =

ft
where G = the federal capital gains tax rate. 

Atemative 5 s (switch, move)

In this case, the individual sells the property in 

the State and moves out* Therefore, the property is taxed 

for the capital gains inside the State and inheritance 

elsewhere.

The present value of expected bequest in this 

instance (EB^) is:

(6) EB5 = (A(1-XG) P (H ,k )£ l*(A  ( l - » )0 + i l 1C) /(l+ i )k ]}

We use this framework to examine the effect of 

State capital gains and inheritance taxes in Wisconsin on 

residents* decisions to migrate. The present value of 

expected bequests in Wisconsin is compared to that in 

a State where the capital gains and inheritance taxes are 

the least. The difference is computed for each of the 

five alternatives. The comparison provides insight into 

the significance of taxation as an incentive to migration.



Before making ouch a comparison it is essential to 

make the following observations. According to the federal 

and State income tax laws only 40 per cent of the capital 

gains is subjected to taxation. Moreover, State taxes are 

deductible from the federal tax base. This has the effect 

of reducing the marginal federal capital gains tax rate by 

unitylees the State capital gains tax rate. Thus the 

combined federal plus State capital gains tax liability
*

irj computed asj

(7) F + L = 0.4C (ty-t^.tp+t^).

where F = the federal capital gains tax liability

L = the State capital gains tax liability

0 = capital gains

t-n = the federal capital gains tax rate 
.b

tT = the State capital gains tax rate,
I*

* P = 0.4C.tp - L.tp (a)

L = 0.4C.tL (b)

P + L = 0.4C,tp ~ D,tp + 0,4C,t-^ (c)

Substituting (b) in (c)

P + If = 0.4C.tp •“* 0.4C.t^#tp + 0.4C,t^

= 0 , 4C (tp  - +



Both federal and State governments levy death taxes.

The State death tax in Wisconsin is a combination of inheri

tance tax and the fpick-up* tax. The federal death tax is 

an estate tax. In computing the federal estate tax liabi

lity, a credit is given for the State death tax. The

* pick-up1 tax provision is meant to fill the gap, if any, 

between the State death tax credit available and the State 

death tax; that is the inheritance tax. Since the 

inheritance tax • levied in Wisconsin exceeds the State 

death tax credit, in most cases, ipicls-up* tax collection 

is negligible.

In contrast to Wisconsin, some States levy a death 

tax just equal to the federal death tax credit. These 

States provide the example for which the State death tax is 

the minimuin. In the present analysis a comparison of the 

present value of expected bequest under the five conceptual 

situations is undertaken between Wisconsin where the death 

tax is mainly an inheritance tax and a typical States where 

the death tax is equivalent to the State death tax credit*

In view of the death tax system in Wisconsin and in 

the 1 typical1 State, it is necessary to modify the tax 

functions of the formulae for present values of expected 

bequest presented earlier. The modified formulae are as 

follows.

(2 ) 'eB = {A P(N,k)[(l(A[l+ilk)+E(A[l+i}k)-S(A[l+^k)/(l+ i)kJ
1 k=1

where E(«) = the federal estate tax function, and,

S(.) = the State death tax credit function.

7 ~



(3)' EB2 = {A(l- *G)- k^P<N,k) [_I(A(1-XG) n + q k)+E(A(l-xG) [1

- sCA(1 — XG) n+i]k)]/(l+ i)k) )

Ifi modifying the expression for bequests with 

regard to alternative 3, the following observations may be 

made. Under this (move, hold) alternative, the property 

is liable to death taxes in the ?typical1 State where the 

death tax equals the State death tax credit. In a State 

where the death tax equals the State death tax credit, the 

combined federal and State death taxes amounts to the 

federal estate tax unadjusted for the State death tax credit,

(4)* EB3 = {A - ^  P(N,k) rE(Ari+i]k)/(l+ i)kj}

00

(5)' EB4 fc(l~XG*) - ^  P(N,k)[E(A(l-XG*)}j+i]k)/(l+i)^>

( 6)» EB5 = X G) - k.|1P(N,k)[E(A(l- *G)[l+ijk)/(i+ i)k]>

The present value of expected bequest, bequest as 

a percentage of the initial value of property, and the 

effective inheritance tax liability under the various 

alternatives are computed and presented in Table 1 

through 3, Before interpreting the tables, we observe 

the following:

First, the computations are made for an individual 

who is 65 years of age. The probability of death of this 

typical individual is computed from the life table for the 

U.Si for 1930, (USDHHS, 1982).
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Second, several magnitudes are assumed for X, the 

proportion of capital gains in the initial value of property

- no capital gains, 30 per cent capital gains, 60 per cent 

capital gains and 100 per cent capital gains. Three interest 

rates are assumed for i - 3, 6 and 9 pet* cent.

Third, expected bequest is examined for two 

different intial wealth endowments: ji 500,000 and 

1,000,000,

Fourth, it is assumed that the switching operation 

results in instantaneous acquisition of new property 

earning at the rate i .

And finally, Wisconsin inheritance tax liability 

is computed by assuming that the property is bequeathed to

1 lineal issue* which encompasses children and grandchildren 

of the deceased.

We explain the results of the- computations for the 

assumed initial estate value of jS 500,000. Columns (2) 

and C3) of Jable 1 show the present value of expected 

bequest voider the (stay, hold) alternative and (stay,switch) 

alternative respectively. Under the former alternative, 

the property is subject only to an inheritance tax in 

Wisconsin, while under the latter alternative, the 

property is subjected to both oapital gains and inheritance 

taxes in the State* The present value of expected bequest 

for the (stay,hold) alternative is higher than that of the 

(stay. switch) alternative, because the initial values of
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property available for future bequest is reduced under the 

(stay, switch) alternative by the capital gains tax.

Column (4) of Table 1 shows the present value of 

expected bequest in a 1 typical State1 when the property is 

subjected only to an inheritance tax, the (move, hold) 

alternative, and column (?) of the table shows the bequest 

value in the State when the property is subjected to a 

combination of federal capital gains tax and State death 

tax; the (move, switch) alternative. Comparison of the 

two columns shows the present value of expected bequest 

obtainable under the (move, hold) alternative is higher 

than the (move, switch) alternative. This is again for 

the obvious reason that the initial value of property 

is lower in the latter alternative due to the capital 

gains tax. Also, column (6) of the table provides the 

present vaiue of bequest corresponding to a situation in 

which the property is subjected to capital gains tax 

in Wisconsin but the inheritance tax is paid in a 1 typical 

State1; the (switch, move) alternative. In this case 

also, it is seen, the present value of expected bequest 

obtainable is less than that under the (move, hold) 

alternative,

From the above discussion, it is evident that 

among alternatives involving a decision to stay in 

Wisconsin, the (stay, hold) alternative provides relatively 

higher present value of expected bequest. Similarly, among 

alternatives involving a decision to move out of Wisconsin 

State, the (move, hold) alternative provides a relatively 

high expected bequest. A comparison between these two
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alternatives columns (2 ) and (4) 3hovis that the 

(move, hold) alternative yields comparatively higher 

present value of expected bequest. i’hiG aspect lends 

support to two inferences. First, the capital gains tax 

reduces the initial value of property and causes a 

reduction in the present value of expected bequest. 

Therefore, individuals with bequest motive prefer to 

move out of Wisconsin to States where there is  no capital 

gains tax or where the capital gain s c ax is lower. Second, 

the relatively high inheritance tax in Wisconsin induces 

individuals to migrate to States where the death tax 

equals the federal death tax credit.

However, this second inference needs modification  

on a closer look at Table 2. Columns (2) and (4 )  o f Table

2 show the percentage of the present value of expected 

bequest in the in itial value of property in respect of the 

two alternatives: ( stay,, hold) and (move, h o ld ) . The 

difference in the percentages of bequest between these two 

alternatives shows a decreasing trend as the assumed rate 

of interest increases. The degree of difference declines 

from 7.40 to 7 . 16 and to 6,54 per cent for the assumed 

rates 3 per cent, 6 per cent and 9 per cent respectively.

This broadly suggests that, given an in itial value 

of estate, the expected bequest is determined not only by 

the inheritance tax but also by the rate of return and 

capital appreciation of property. While the inheritance 

tax tends to reduce the expected bequest, the rate of retuxn 

and capital appreciation may have an offsetting influence 

over the adverse effect of inheritance tax on the expected 

bequests.
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It is evident that the inheritance tax system in 

Wisconsin is progressive compared to the * typical Stater 

whore the tax is the least, equivalent to the federal death 

tax credit (Table 3). However, as noted above, the decision 

to migrate from Wisconsin State in view of its higher .. 

inheritance tax largely depends not only on the lower 

inheritance tax liabiD.ity in the least- States but also 

on the relative rate of return and expected capital 

appreciation.

Another interesting aspect of the present analysis 

is that the assumed interest rate logically does not seem 

to have any such offsetting influence with regard to the 

capital gains tax. Capital gains tax reduces the intial 

value of an asset available for future bequest* As a 

matter of fact, if positive rate of return and capital 

appreciation are assumed, the reduction in future bequest 

due to the capital gains tax tend to bo cumulative*

In view of this, it seems that the relative capital gains 

tax liability may by itself induce relocation of individuals 

with bequest motive in a State where capital gains are 

either exempted or treated milder,

So far we were examinig the relative advantages v/ith 

regard to all five alternatives. Now we focus on the 

alternatives involving a decision to T switch* • This 

analysis is important for two reasons. First, the retiring 

individual may be required to divest an interest in a 

business to avoid managerial roles inconsistent with 

retirement. Second, the (move, switch) alternative is 

not available to persons divesting themselves of real 

property.
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The olteraativos involving the decision to fswitch1 

are: (stay, switch) 9 (move, switch) and (switch, move) .

Let us first compare the relative advantage resulting from 

tlie two alternatives, (move, switch) raid (switch, move) , 

because they involve a common decision conponent to 

fmovef out of the State. There does not seem to be of any 

considerable difference between the present values of 

expected bequest obtainable under these two alternatives, 

as evident from a comparison of columns (5) end (6) of 

Table 1. A comparison of columns (5) end (b) of Table 2 

makes this point more explicit; the percentages of expected 

bequest in the initial value of property are almost 

identical under the two alternatives* This aspect needs 

some further explanation.

As described earlier, under the (move, switch) 

alternative, the property is subjected to both federal 

capital gains and State death taxes elsewhere. On the 

other hand, under the (switch, move) alternative, the 

property is subjected to both federal and State capital 

gains taxes inside Wisconsin and death tax elsewhere.

It is interesting to note that under both alternatives, 

the property is liable to State death tax elsewhe 

However, under the (move, switch) alternative, the State 

death tax elsewhere falls on a larger base, in the sense 

that there is no State capital gains tax on the initial 

value of property. On the contrary, under the (switch, move) 

alternative, the State death tax elsewhere falls on a 

smaller property base, in the sense that the value of 

property is already reduced by the Wisconsin capital gains 

tax. In this case, even though the State capital gains tax
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reduces the initial value of property, the tax also thereby 

reduces the future inheritance tax liability . Therefore, 

the difference in the expected bequests under the two 

alternatives, (:iove, switch ) and ( switch, move) , is not 

considerable. A close examination of colunns (5) and (6) 

of Table 1 as v/ell as Table 2 shows that the smaller the 

capital gains, the* less the difference between the present 

values of expected bequest under the two alternatives.

Now let us compare the ( stay, switch), alternative 

with the two ! switch* alternatives, (move, switch) <*nd 

(switch, .move)» which involve a decision to fmovet out of 

the State. The present value of expected bequests under 

^he (stay, switch) alternative is lower than both 'switch1 

alternatives involving a decision to 'move1 out of the 

State, This is observable from columns (3), (5) and (6) 

of Table 1, The same aspect is also brought to light by 

columns (3), (5) and (6) of Table 2, which show the 

percentages of the present value of expected bequest in 

the initial value of property. Prom this it seems that it 

is relatively advantageous for the individual to move out 

of the State to benefit from 1 switching* of property.

The inducement for this comes from the fact that not only 

does the capital gains tax inside the State reduce the 

initial value of property but also the property is subjected 

to a relatively progressive inheritance tax in the State 

compared to that of a * typical1 State v/here the death tax 

rate is the least. Nevertheless, this result also needs to 

be qualified by the earlier inference that the higher the 

rate of return and capital appreciation in the State compared 

to elsewhere, lower would be the relative advantage of Tmoving1 

out of the State so as to maximise the expected bequest.
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Summary

The present study analyses the effect of inheritance 

cmd capital gains ta::cs on individual decisions to migrate 

from Wisconsin State to other States, -lie study is 

important for its implications on the y-.?.t flow of capital 

from the State. The analysis assumes that the objective

01 the individual is to maximise the present value of his 

expected bequest net of taxes. The present values of 

expected bequest under the five alternative - (stayhold) , 

(stay,, switch) , (move, hold) , (move, switch) and (switch, move) 

in Wisconsin are analysed vis~a~yis a ‘typical1 State 

where the capital gains and inheritance taxes are the 

least. The study shows that: (i) individuals with bequest 

motive are likely to move out of Wisconsin to States where 

there is no or much lower capital gains tax, (ii) the 

relatively higfr inheritance tax in Wisconsin induces 

individuals to migrate to States where the State death tax 

equals the federal death tax credit. This letter inference 

needs modification. The decision to migrate from Wisconsin 

State in view of its higher inheritance tax depends not 

only on the.lower inheritance tax liability existing in 

States where the State death tax equals the federal 

death tax credit, but also on the relative rate of return 

and expected capital appreciation in the low-tax State,

An interesting aspect is that the relative rate of return 

does not soems to have any such off-setting influence with 

regard to the capital gains tax.
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A close look at the alternatives involving a 

decision to * switch* shows that the difference in the 

expected bequest under the two alternatives - (move, switch) 

(switch, move) - is not considerable. Moreover, smaller 

the capital gains, the smaller the difference between the 

present values of expected bequest undjr these two 

alternatives. A comparison between the above two 

switch alternatives and the (stsfrr switch) alternative 

shows that the present value of expected bequest under 

the latter alternative is lower than both the fswitctf 

alternatives involving a decision to move out of 

Wisconsin State. Prom this it seems that it is relatively 

advantageous for the individual to move out of the State . 

to benefit from * switching* of property. Nevertheless 

this result also needs to be qualified by the earliest 

inference that the higher the rate of return and capital 

appreciation in the State compared to elsewhere, lower 

would be the relative advantage of * moving* out of the 

State so as to maximise the expected bequest.
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